
By Raquel Harris

“We are not makers of history. 
We are made by history.” 

Martin Luther King Jr.

There are fewer lessons more important to
learn, than the fact that history is alive, all
around us – that we are living in the midst of

it, and are responsible for the quality of its memory.
It is not uncommon for students to say that they
don’t like history. I say, they just haven’t learned

what it really is yet. If they had, they
would realize that every story they’ve
ever heard, every event they’ve
ever witnessed, and every day
they currently live, is composed
and interwoven of the past.

This fall, my students learned
just how powerful the STORY of
 history is, and found themselves immersed in
wondering what life was like for a very special 
set of someones. The fifth grade classroom window looks 
out over the Grayslake Cemetery. It stands in the corner of
our vision, well-kept and quiet – a constant visual reminder
of those that lived before. I had a conversation with my
teacher’s assistant, sophomore Austin Bean, about how lovely
it really is. We discussed the importance of students realizing
that cemeteries aren’t scary, but rather, act as bookmarks in
the story of life.

They are visual representations of beginnings, of
 endings, and the names and epitaphs are hints at the  
in-between.

After a grand discussion, we decided to introduce the
genre of Historical Fiction writing in a very  different way.
One fall afternoon, we had the students walk to the ceme-
tery and choose a name that struck them in some way. After
choosing an individual, they used the birth and death date as
parameters for their setting, researching what life was like at
the time. Later, they used genealogy websites to research the
heritage of the last name and include their background into
the stories.

After plot lines, setting development, rough drafts, peer
edits, teacher edits, and typed finals … they were
 finished. The history lesson didn’t end there, however.

At the suggestion of Mrs. Schopper, I contacted the Grayslake
Historical Society and told them about our project. They
were thrilled to add to our experience, and on Wednesday,
November 1st, we took a walking field trip to learn more of
the history of Grayslake, so as to put our stories into more
context. What’s more? The Historical Society docents pulled
the  historical records of each of the students’ chosen grave-
stones, and shared the REAL history of their  characters’ lives.

I will never forget the young faces, rapt with attention as
they witnessed the merging of the stories they’d  envisioned,
and the truth of the lives that were lived. As if this connec-
tion weren’t enough, the Historical Society arranged sixteen
bouquets of silk  flowers for the students to place on the
graves of their chosen individuals on our way back to school.

In all my years of teaching, I can honestly say that I’ve
never seen  students SO connected to their  characters as in
this project. There was a level of protectiveness and honor
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Grayslake 5th graders explore the meaning of life in a cemetery

The Village Municipal History Museum in Grayslake
helped teach a class of junior historians important
 lessons about their local cemetery.
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that they carried when they spoke
about their  people, and I would even
argue – love. In his novel, Our Mutual
Friend, Charles Dickens once said,
“And O there are days in this life,
worth life and worth death …’tis love
that makes the world go round!”

There are thousands of lessons
taught to children every year, and there
is quite literally no possible way every
one will have left an impact. But I can
say with assurance these students will
never look at a cemetery quite the
same way, and they now know history
is not what it was to them before. I am
proud that this one connection will be
lasting, and that through it, the memo-
ries of some very important characters
will as well.

Raquel Harris is a 5th grade teacher
at Westlake Christian Academy in
Grayslake, Illinois,

Westlake Christian Academy students listened intently as Grayslake
Historical Society docent Linda Willhite told a story about Grayslake as
they toured the Grayslake History Museum.

Students worked on the project with their school in the background.
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Students walked the cemetery
looking for a stone or name which
caught their attention.

Students sought inspiration for
writing by studying their stone.

Students copied information from the stones. 

Some students chose their character because of a unique tombstone.
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